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ABSTRACT

This paper estimates the exhaust gases emissions from ships in the international marine traffic in 
the port of Zadar. The emission results refer to the pollutants such as nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur 
oxides (SOx), particulate matter (PM), volatile organic compounds (VOC) and greenhouse gases such 
as carbon dioxide (CO2). The methodology that has been applied, so called “bottom-up” approach, uses 
detailed data on ship’s characteristics (engine power, the load factor, fuel type, the emission factor) 
and time spent cruising and hotelling. The estimated inventory for the port of Zadar includes overall 
marine traffic from the passenger and cargo terminals. The exhaust gases emissions have been divided 
into three ship’s activities: cruising in the reduce speed zone, hotelling (at berth) and manoeuvring. 
The results (tons/year) have shown that approximately 80% of total emissions come from passenger 
ships and 20% from cargo ships.

1 Introduction 

A significant energetic and technological growth of sea-
ports has had a major impact on the coastal ecosystem. 
Due to a continuous increase of the maritime transport, 
more and more attention has been given to the develop-
ment of the new eco-efficient solutions and the reduction 
of exhaust gases from marine engines. The recent studies 
[16, 13] have shown that the emission of air pollutants 
(NOx, SOx, PM) and greenhouse gasses (CO2) has doubled in 
the last two decades. The annual amount of CO2 emission 
from overall maritime transport is 1.2 billion tons, which 
makes 4.5 % of global CO2 emission. Anthropologically 
caused increased atmospheric carbon dioxide emissions 
(the expected increase is 150% by 2050 [24]) are causing 
visible changes in both temperature increase and acidifi-
cation of inland waters and oceans. The share of the ship-
ping transport in the global emissions has been estimated 
to 15% for NOx and 4.9% for SOx [15]. The consequences 
of fine particulate matter (PM) have been considered a 
risk for a premature lung cancer and cardiovascular dis-
eases [20]. The global emissions research [5] has shown 
that the highest concentrations have been present in the 
Northern Hemisphere due to a large number of the inter-

national routes. It is considered that in the following years 
the total amount of harmful pollutants from the interna-
tional marine traffic in European coastal areas could reach 
land-based emissions. [6]

Many studies have focused on the estimation of the 
port-emission inventories with the purpose of increas-
ing the control of the exhaust gases and suggesting the 
adequate regulatory measures for the local costs and the 
emission reduction [3, 4, 15, and 18]. The emission in-
ventory methodologies have been mostly based on a ship 
activity data and type of the fuel used. The automatic 
identification system (AIS) has been used for gathering 
necessary data such as: the position and speed of a ship, 
cruising time, the engine load factor etc. The system has 
been introduced by the IMO, [24] for the purposes of the 
shipping management and safety at sea, but also as the 
one that could be applied for the annual emission-estima-
tion for the particular ports.

Croatian ports of Dubrovnik, Zadar and Split have been 
considered important tourist destinations for cruise ships. 
The annual growth of the marine traffic has been the 
cause of greater exhaust gases emissions in these areas. 
The port of Zadar has been chosen for this research due 
to the implementation of a new development plan [22]. 
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Furthermore, Zadar became the best tourist destination 
in Europe in 2016 [25], which has resulted in the growth 
of tourist traffic. The port emission inventory is necessary 
both for a strategic planning of a port’s development that 
has to be ecologically acceptable and for the future meas-
ures in order to reduce emissions. No such research has 
been conducted so far. 

2 Study Area and Port Data Analysis

The emission assessment in this paper includes Zadar 
coastal area and the port of Zadar infrastructure, as the 
most ecologically affected area. The assessment emission 
area has been separated into three sections: cruising in 
the reduce speed zone (the island of Grujica – the port of 
Zadar), the passenger port (Old City- Gaženica port) and 
Zadar cargo port.

2.1 Reduce Speed Zone Area

Term “reduce speed zone” is defined as the distance 
a ship travels from the beginning of the pilotage to the 
port. The pilotage includes the distance from the island 
of Grujica to the breakwater of the port of Zadar, which 
totals 35.245 Nm (64.588 km) (Figure 1). During the 
pilotage, the average speed of a ship is reduced but the 
cruising time to a port is increased, thus causing higher 
emissions. The estimated maximum safe speed in the re-
duce speed zone is 9-12 knots, i.e. 11 knots for container 
and cruise ships and 9 knots for all other types of ships. 
[9]

   
Figure 1 Reduce speed zone – pilotage of ships (Grujica-Zadar) [authors]

2.2	 Marine	Traffic	in	the	Port	of	Zadar

The port emission inventory includes overall interna-
tional traffic of cargo and passenger ships in the period 
from January to December 2017. Ships under 500 GT such 
as fishing vessels, yachts, catamarans and local tourist 
boats haven’t been included in the emission inventory. The 
marine traffic flow has been systemized in table 1 accord-
ing to the data provided by Port of Zadar Authority and 
Luka Zadar Ltd. [22]

Table 1 Marine traffic in the port of Zadar for the period between January 
and December 2017

THE PORT OF ZADAR
Cargo port Passenger port

Vessel type Number Vessel type Number
General Cargo 56 General Cargo  0
Bulk Carrier  4 Bulk Carrier  0
Tanker 13 Tanker  0
Reefer  5 Reefer  0
Container Ship  0 Container Ship  0
Cruise Ship  0 Cruise Ship 108

3	 Methodology

There are two methods of the emission assessment 
from marine engines. The first one is the “top-down” 
method and it has been based on the data on the total 
amount of marine fuel sold and the fuel emission factor. 
This method has been considered unreliable especially 
on the global scale due to the inconsistent information on 
the fuel sold or consumed. For the purposes of this paper, 
the second method, i.e. the “bottom-up” method has been 
used to estimate the amount of emission. It has taken into 
consideration all the ship’s particulars (installed main and 
auxiliary engine power, the load factor, and the emission 
factor) and movement data (at sea, during manoeuvring, 
at berth) [8]. Some emission studies have been taking 
into consideration the influence of waves, wind and cur-
rents, which may result in the 10-20% fuel consumption 
increase, [20]. However, this estimation has not been tak-
en into consideration, due to relatively short and unde-
manding voyage. The emission assessment from container  
terminals, [21, 19] usually includes the emission from mo-
bile cargo transport units and stationary cargo handling 
equipment, but they could have been disregarded here, 
taking into consideration the overall traffic. 

3.1 Emission Estimate Equations

The total emission for a particular trip can be deter-
mined by summing all the ship’s activities (navigation, 
manoeuvring and hotelling). These activities have a differ-
ent impact on the fuel consumption and the exhaust gases 
emission [17]. The emission for the overall trip can be cal-
culated as:

For each ship movement at sea, the emission has been 
calculated as follows: 

=  ∙  [( ( ) ) ] 

=  ∙  [( ( ) ) ] 
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For each ship calling the port, the emission for hotel-
ling and manoeuvring activities has been calculated as 
follows:

[( ( ) ) ] 

[( ( ) ) ] 

where: D – Distance travelled; v – Average ship speed; ME 
– Main engine power; LFME – Main engine load factor; AE 
– Auxiliary engine power; LFAE – Auxiliary engines load 
factor; EF – Emission factor, depending on the type of fuel 
and the engine speed; T – Average time spent at berth or 
manoeuvring per calling

3.2 Fuel type

The exhaust gases emissions and the emission factors 
significantly depend on the type of the fuel used. Sulphur and 
carbon content of the fuel affects the emission assessment of 
SOx and CO2, depending on the area of navigation. The car-
bon content of the fuel is based on the Lloyds Register [23] 
data, which estimates 86,5 % for all distillates. The sulphur 
content has been defined by EU Directive 2016/802, which 
requires that marine fuel sulphur content does not exceed 
0,1% by mass in the internal waterways and ports of the 
EU. In addition, this has been based on the assumption that 
low sulphur fuels are used and SO2 reduction technologies 
(Sulphur scrubber) are not installed on any ship.

3.3 Engine Details

The data on the main and the auxiliary engines of all 
the vessels for the Port of Zadar have been obtained from 
the available information in the database [21, 22]. The 
data collected have shown that all cargo ships were me-
chanically driven by diesel engines (70% four-stroke, 30% 
two-stroke), unlike cruise ships which had diesel-electric 

propulsion (except for 2 cruise ships with the gas tur-
bines). In the cases of diesel-electric propulsion, where 
auxiliary engines power has not been defined from to-
tal generated power, the ratio of 27.8% (0.278) of MCR 
(Maximum Continuous Rating) was used. [9]

3.4 Engine Load Factor

Determining the estimated percentage load of the 
maximum continuous rating (MCR) of main and auxiliary 
engine depends on different ships activities (at sea, ma-
noeuvring, at berth) and the actual speed. It is assumed 
that the load factor of the main engines is 80% while 
cruising, 20% during manoeuvring and in port (at berth) 
when the engines are not running (except for tankers 
where the load factor is 20% due to the usage of pumps) 
[7]. According to the research [9], the auxiliary engine 
load factor depends on the type and activity of a ship and 
the assumption that they are running at all the times (ex-
cept in port, while using high voltage shore connections, 
which in this case has not been applied). In addition, it ap-
pears that cruise ships employ high auxiliary engine load 
factor during manoeuvring due to the engagement of bow-
thrusters and electricity supply maintenance. The auxilia-
ry engine load factors have been presented in Table 2.

Table 2 Auxiliary engine load factor, [9]

Vessel type Cruise RSZ* Manoeuvre Hotel
General cargo 0.17 0.27 0.45 0.22
Bulk carrier 0.17 0.27 0.45 0.22
Container ship 0.13 0.25 0.50 0.17
Cruise ship 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Tanker 0.13 0.27 0.45 0.67
Reefer 0.20 0.34 0.67 0.34
RO-RO 0.15 0.30 0.45 0.30

* Reduce speed zone

Table 3 ME emission factors (g/kWh) ‘at sea’, ‘while manoeuvring, ‘at berth’, [8]

At sea
Engine type/fuel type NOx pre-2000 engine NOx post-2000 engine SO2 CO2 VOC PM

SSD/MGO 17.0 14.1 0.7 588 0.6 0.3
SSD/MDO 17.0 14.1 5.6 588 0.6 0.3
MSD/MGO 13.2 11.0 0.8 645 0.5 0.3
MSD/MDO 13.2 11.0 6.2 645 0.5 0.4
GT/MGO 5.7 4.7 1.2 922 0.1 0.0
GT/MDO 5.7 4.7 8.7 922 0.1 0.0

Manoeuvring	/	at	berth
SSD/MGO 13.6 11.3 0.8 647 1.8 0.9
SSD/MDO 13.6 11.3 6.2 647 1.8 1.2
MSD/MGO 10.6 8.8 0.9 710 1.5 0.9
MSD/MDO 10.6 8.8 6.8 710 1.5 1.2
GT/MGO 2.9 2.4 1.3 1014 0.5 0.5
GT/MDO 2.9 2.4 9.6 1014 0.5 0.7
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3.5 Emission Factors

Data for the emission factors of the certain pollutants 
have been obtained from the ENTEC ship emissions inven-
tory study [8] (tables 3 and 4). The emission factors de-
pend on the type of engine (main and auxiliary), fuel used, 
the engine load factor and the ship’s activity. In order to 
determine NOx emission factor, the engine construction 
year has also been taken into consideration (before/after 
2000). This is because the engines installed after 2000 
have to satisfy IMO Technical Code for reducing NOx emis-
sion [24]. Unlike main engine, the emission factor for the 
auxiliary engine is equal for all ship’s activities. 

3.6 Time Activities

The estimated cruising time (in hours) refers to time 
from the start of pilotage to the point of entering the port, 
i.e. to the port breakwater. Time is calculated accord-
ing to the ratio of the trip’s length (in kilometres) and 
the ship’s arithmetic average speed in reduce speed zone 
(km/h). Cargo ships calculated speed amounts 9 knots 
(16.67km/h) and cruise ships 11 knots (20.37 km/h). The 
cruising time to the port for cruise ships is 3.20 (h) and 
3.92 (h) for cargo ships. The ship arriving and departing 
cruising time is included in calculation. The average ma-
noeuvring time is 1 hour for all types of ports and ships 
[7]. However, this data depend on the dimensions of ships 
and the port locations. Thereby, average manoeuvring 
time is calculated as follows: 2 hours for tankers (due to 
placing of additional safety breakwaters), 1 hour for gen-
eral and bulk cargo ships and 0.8 hour for cruise ships. 
Manoeuvring time implies a total time of ships arrival and 
departure.

Ship hotelling hours imply a total time spent at berth. 
According to the data from Port of Zadar Authority for 
each cruise ship, overall hotelling time is determined 
throughout year. Since there are not accurate data for car-
go ships, the average hoteling time from ENTEC study [7] 
(without manoeuvring time) has been used. The average 
hoteling time for general cargo and tankers is 38 hours, 
23 hours reefers and 13 hours for self-discharging bulk 
carriers. 

4 Results

The total annual emission for cargo ships is 55.89 
t for NOx, 3.76 t for SOx, 3.5 t for VOC and 1.38 t for PM 
(Figure 2). The types of emissions depend on the type of 
the pollutant and the activity of a ship (cruising, manoeu-

vring and hotelling), out of which cruising and hotelling 
are the longest phases. The auxiliary engines cause cargo 
ships emissions during hotelling, but due to longer port 
stay, they are becoming considerably closer in numbers to 
those coming during cruising.

The total annual cruise ships emissions (Figure 3.) 
amounts to 310.23 t for NOx, 24.91 t for SOx, 14.16 t for 
VOC and 9.62 t for PM. The prevailing emission is from the 
cruising phase due to spending less time in the port.

The cruise ships emission is much higher than the 
cargo ships emission because of greater number of ships 
arriving to the port. The total annual emission is the sum 
of obtained results: 366.12t for NOx, 28.67t for SOx, 17.71 t 
for VOC and 11.15 t for PM. However, the NOx emission has 
been estimated on the basis of allowable value in accord-
ance with the NOx Technical Code and with assumption 
that technologies for reducing NOx have not been installed 
on any cargo or cruise ship, so calculated NOx emission 
should be considered below this value.

CO2 emissions are presented in Figure 4. for both, cargo 
and cruise ships. The annual CO2 emission for cargo ships 
amounts to 3031.15 t and 19529.38 t for cruise ships. The 

Table 4 AE emission factors (g/kWh) ‘at sea’, ‘manoeuvring, ‘at berth’, [8]

Engine type/fuel type NOx pre-2000 engine NOx post-2000 engine SO2 CO2 VOC PM
M/H SD/MGO 17.0 14.1 0.7 588 0.4 0.3
M/H SD/MDO 17.0 14.1 5.6 588 0.4 0.4
M/H SD/RO 14.7 12.2 12.3 722 0.4 0.8
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5 Discussion

Figure 5 presents ship emission for specific activities. 
Some 55 – 65% refer to cruising emission, 25-30% to ho-
telling emission, whereas 5-10% refer to manoeuvring. 
The results show that most of the emission comes during 
cruising, whereas, a significant part is the result of hotel-
ling. The emission percentage for these activities varies 
depending on the type of port, terminal or marine traffic. 
The annual cruise ships emission (80%) is significantly 
higher than the cargo ships emission (20%) primarily as 
the result of greater number of dockings at the passenger 
terminal. 

The emission from the main and auxiliary engines is 
shown in the Figure 6. Main engines enable ship’s propul-
sion and emit mostly while cruising. The auxiliary engines 
serve as providers of electric power and emit mostly dur-
ing hotelling and manoeuvring because of the greater load 
factor. It can be noticed that, depending on the type of 
the pollutant, the portion of NOx for the auxiliary engines 
is slightly higher than for the main engines, and amounts 
to 53%. The portions of SOx and CO2 are almost the same, 
whereas, the portions of VOC and PM for the main engines 
are higher and amount to 55%.

Some studies, [3], take into account the boiler emission 
as well. However, it has turned out that they emit less than 
5% of the total emission. In the absence of data on power 
and the type of boilers, their emission was not taken into 
account when calculating the emission. 

6 Conclusion

This research has assessed the emission inventory 
from ships in marine traffic for the port of Zadar, which 
is one of the most relevant maritime destinations on the 
Adriatic Coast. The total marine traffic in the port of Zadar 
for 2017 included 108 cruise ships dockings and 78 cargo 
ships dockings. The methodology of creating the emission 
inventory includes data on the characteristics of the ship, 
such as the power of the main and auxiliary engines, the 
type of fuel, the load factor, time of cruising and hotelling. 
A detailed analysis has given the results for the annual 
emission, in tons, for NOx, SOx, CO2, VOC and PM. The re-
sults (tons/year) have shown that approximately 80% of 
the total annual emission comes from passenger ships and 
20% from cargo ships. These have been the result of both, 
the growth of cruise ships tourism in the passenger port, 
and the fact that Zadar has become an important tourist 
destination. The exhaust gas emissions mostly come dur-
ing cruising and hotelling, which together, makes 85-90% 
of the total emission. The total annual emission in tons 
amounts to 366 t for NOx, 28 t for SOx, 22.5 kt for CO2, 14 t 
for VOC and 9 t for PM.

The planned expansion of the port’s infrastructure and 
the construction of the new container terminal will result 
in the growth of traffic and exhaust gas emission. The new 
terminals will have a significant influence on the emission 
inventory and the growth of the local expenses. The port’s 
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total annual amount of 22560.53t (22.56 kt) is the result 
of their sum. Cargo ships emitted 1506 t of CO2 during 
hotelling, whereas, during cruising and manoeuvring the 
emission was 1450 tons. The prevailing cruise ships emis-
sion was 12991.55 t during cruising, whereas, during ho-
telling, it was 4749 t because of the auxiliary engines’ load 
factor.
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infrastructure has to be in accordance with sustainable 
development and it has to be functional both ecologically 
and economically, with every future research heading in 
that direction.
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